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Abstract. The present work is a study of the influence of the prepro-
cessing stage on the classification performance of a face recognition anal-
ysis. To carry out this task have made tests in a full FRS, evaluating
each of its four stages and including several advanced alternatives in
preprocessing, such as illumination normalization through the Discrete
Cosine Transformation or alignment by Enhanced Correlation Coeffi-
cient, among others. The main goal of this work is determining how
those different preprocessing alternatives interact with each other and in
wich degree they affect the overall Facial Recognition Systems (FRS).
The tests make a special emphasis in using images that could have been
obtained from a real environment, rather than at a lab environment, with
the difficulties that this brings for facial recognicion techniques.
Keywords: Face Recognition - Preprocessing - Normalization - Align-
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1 Introduction
A classification system is greatly influenced by data preprocessing and much of
its success lies in selecting the best techniques for the task performed. As face
recognition can be essentially put on the same level as a regular classification
problem, it faces a similar challenge in this firts stage. However, due to the
nature of the images and the people involved, the data will inevitably include
higher variations (or noise) than a classic classification problem. The images
to analyse are influenced by other aspects intrinsic to the human physiognomy
such as those due to the attitude of the model represented, changes in stands,
gestures, clothing, hats, distance, tattoos, prosthetics or changes in appearance.
In addition, there are technical factors that increase the complexity of the
classification. Many of them are due to image capture systems, associated sys-
tems lighting (flash) or kind of data from where images are obtained (still image,
video, 3D, infrared, etc).
Finally, there are also external factors related to the environment such as the
light conditions, background image, temperature or presence of other people,
among others.
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It is not always possible to work in a controlled environment so that images
are not affected by the factors described above. However, not testing the system
under these natural conditions will yield unreliable results.
There are several publications that conduct surveys on this kind of systems,
but either the are centred in summarizing the results of the original publica-
tions [1] or they refer to specific problems observed in experimental tests [2,3].
Although these kind of studies are very interesting, it is also very informative
to test the importance of the influence of all phases on the complete process of
the final recognition of individuals. According to the knowledge of the authors,
these kind of studies have not been carried out very often in a practical manner.
In this case, the study is especially focused on the preprocessing of images, being
this a crucial stage in the process.
2 Face Recognition Architecture
A Facial Recognition System is composed of five stages as it was discussed in









5. Recognition process (classification)
Fig. 1. Main scheme of a Face Recognition System
The capture of images rises the problems discussed in the introduction and a
facial recognition process must be prepared to face them. The next step is to
3 It is usually performed with the recognition process stage.
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discriminate the number of faces detected in the image. During this process the
image is cropped to the size of the selected face and its size is standardized.
The resulting images must be preprocessed in order to obtain data to be easily
classified. To do so, the light is homogenized to prevent glare or shadows areas
that transform the image appearance. Another process within preprocessing is
the alignment, which aim is assuring that the location of the face in a picture is
the same in all pictures belonging the same class, in order to align facial features
in all the images of the same person.
The stages of feature extraction and recognition are strongly interrelated and
are usually included in one single step in practical approaches.
3 Techniques Used
3.1 Facial Detection
The locally SMQT features & split up SNoW classifier [5] has been used as the
face detection technique in this study. This technique is based on appearance
and is divided into two steps, the first is the use of SMQT [15] (Successive Mean
Quantization Transform) locally in order to obtain the illumination invariant
features and then, as second step, to use a SNOW (Sparse Network of Winnows)
classifier.
– SMQT[15] This technique improves the image quality making it insensitive
to the gain and the bias (off-set), considering an image that can be influenced
by those factors (see eq. 1).
I(x) = gE(x)R(x) + b (1)
The reflectance (R) has the the structure of the image itself, and it is needed
to make the image invariable to gain (g) and bias (b) in order to be able to
extract R and considering E as a constant.
– SNoW Classifier[5] This classifier get the features obtained by the previ-
ous step and uses a network of linear units to define the space of learned
characteristics. To do so, it uses an initial SNoW classifier and the results
from it are subdivided into other SNoW classifiers.
In the tests performed, this enables to crop only the face area detected, avoiding
head shapes, hair, ears..etc.
3.2 Preprocessing
The purpose of this stage is to eliminate those features that hinder the classifi-
cation of images of the same person (intra-class differences), thereby increasing
the difference of them with others (inter-class differences).
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Fig. 2. Image preprocessing secuency (Initial→ Face Recognition→ DCT→ ECC).
Illumination Normalization Discrete cosine transform in logarithm domain
[6] along with the work of [7] [8] and a normalization method based on RGB
[9] have been chosen as illumination normalization methods. The first one is
based on a discretization of cosine as opposed to the second, which is based on a
histogram with much milder changes in the values of illumination. Both methods
perform a normalization of the full face image.
– Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)[6] This normalization technique is
based on the discrete Fourier transform, but using only real numbers. The
procedure of this method is to adjust the dynamic range of a image in
grayscale to the interval [0-255] and then truncate the ends of the image
histogram4. This operation allows distributed gray levels along a image,
eliminating the problems of existence of very bright values in the image that
could dark the rest of the image after size changing. Finally, a photometric
image normalization is done. The technique establish a predefined number
of DCT coefficients to zero, eliminating the low frequency part of the data.
This low frequency information is believed to be susceptible to changes in
illumination.
– RGB pixel compensation[9] This method uses an adaptive illumination
compensation, based on the black pixel, through a histogram equalization
of the image. This is a two step method in which the first RGB image is
compensated and then converted to YCbCr in order to normalize the image
illumination.
Image Alignment Regarding the alignment techniques, Enhanced Correlation
Coefficient Maximization [10] and eye detection alignment [11], which makes an
alignment through the eye positions; have been chosen for this study. The first
one was selected because is based on a template in contrast with the second one.
4 It removes a certain percentage of the low and high end of the histogram of an image.
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– Enhanced Correlation Coefficient (ECC)[10]. The algorithm takes two
images (an input image and an image template) as input, and estimates the
2D geometric transformation between them. It is possible to adjust several
parameters in this algorithm, such us enabling implementation on a number
levels on a pyramid scheme or without it, the number of iterations per level,
choose the type of transformation or using an initial transformation matrix.
– Alignment through eye coordinates[11]. The first step is to detect the
eyes on a face using the cascade of Haar features. After obtaining those
coordinates a transformation of the image is made to align it through a
spatial transformation taking two checkpoints from the image.
3.3 Facial Recognition
Among the options for the recognition algorithm selected to constuct the FRS
for conducting this study, three different techniques have been included. Two
holistic methods: Eigenfaces[12], as one of the most widespread algorithms on
this cathegory, and Fisherfaces[13] which is an well-known evolution from the
previous one. And, to broaden the scope of the study, a feature based method
such as Hidden Markov Model[14] has also been selected.
– Eigenfaces[12] (Holistic) It is a classification method based on Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimensionality 5 of each image
and projected their attributes on the new dimensions considered. Finally,
the final classification is obtained by comparing the Euclidean distances be-
tween the data obtained for each image. This technique provides a reasonably
satisfactory results [12] and has low computational load.
– Fisherfaces[13] (Holistic) The Fisherfaces method is based on LDA (Linear
Discriminant Analysis) and it uses information between members of the same
class to develop a set of feature vectors where the variations between the
different faces (or classes) are emphasized while the differences within the
same class are minimized. Previously, Fisherfaces uses PCA to reduce the
dimension of the data, as can be seen on Eq. 2, where SB is the scattering
matrix between classes, ST is the intra-class ones and W is the orthonormal
matrix of the new space. The results are better than those achieved just with
PCA, without preprocessing as varying lighting conditions or with slight
changes in facial expressions [13].




– Hidden Markov Model (HMM)[14](Feature Based). A Hidden Markov
Model, is a statistical model which assumes that the system model is a
Markov process of unknown parameters and could be considered as a dy-
namic Bayesian simple network. This algorithm is based on the division of
5 Having selected 50 training images the number of principal components used in this
algorithm is 49.
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7 facial image regions (7 nodes) and a state transition probability. The al-
gorithm provides a probability that a given region of the face will follow
another with certain determined features. According to that probability, the
analysed image is associated or not to the considered matching image. This
algorithm previously uses a histogram equalization (HE).
4 Experiments and Results
To establish a valid test methodology, given that the problem to solve is a mul-
ticlass classification one, a comparison of One-Vs-All (OVA) is performed, as
suggested in [16]. In all tests performed, a cross-validation 6 K-fold [17] for 10
different people (or classes) has been performed. The clusters are composed by
a set of 60 images (6 per person), using 50 for training and 10 for testing. The
confidence interval values are represented by percentage of success (1−E) · 100
and using the mean error obtained through E = 1K
∑k
i=1 Ei, where E is the error
percentage and k the number of folds in the cross-validation.
4.1 Databases
Two different image databases have been used for testing. The first is the Cal-
tech [18] one which shows people with different image backgrounds, light con-
ditions, facial expressions and camera distances. These images are not prepro-
cessed, maintaining consistency with those we could take in any environment,
which increases the difficulty for a FRS discriminating among them 6. The sec-
ond database used on this work is ORL [19], where pictures have all the same
image background, are focussed at heads and, although they are taken at the
same distance, the pose variation is much bigger than those used in Caltech.
4.2 Experiments
Two experiments have been performed for this study. The first one has been
composed as the mos complete test possible, using all combinations available to
construct the FRS. Results obtained in this experiments have been confirmed in
the second one, with the use of a different database and choosing the combina-
tions with the best results obtained in the first experiment.
Procedure Experiment 1. The images have been transformed to grayscale
when it was necessary, also they have been resized to 179x118 pixels in its initial
stage and to 46x46 pixels from the face detection process in order to reduce the
computational load.
The objective of this experiment is to observe how the recognizing accuracy
of the system increases or decreases for each of the classifiers selected (see 3.3)
6 The high intra-class variation increases the difficulty of classification methods that
rely common features in each class (Fisherfaces).
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when additional stages are added to the FRS. In order to observe this variations,
the following test configurations have been included in the test:
– Original images only (INITIAL)
– Cropped facial images -only face- (FACE DETECT.)
– DCT illumination normalization algorithm (DCT)
– RGB illumination normalization algorithm (NORM.RGB)
– ECC alignment system (ECC)
– Eye Position alignment system (EYE.ALIGN)
– DCT illumination correction + ECC alingment (DCT + ECC)
– DCT illumination correction + Eye-align (DCT + EYE.ALIGN)
– Norm-RGB illumination correction + ECC alingment (NOTM.RGB + ECC)
– Norm-RGB illumination correction + Eye-align (NORM.RGB + EYE.ALIGN)
Fig. 3. Eigenfaces Results
Results Experiment 1. The results obtained in this test are shown in Figs. 3,
4 and 5. In them, the corresponding confidence rates are shown.
Comparing results from the initial stage to those including face detection
ones show that:
– The results for eigenfaces (see fig. 3) are worse to others because in all
processes the outline of the head, which should help this particular classifier
to discriminate people, has been removed from the pictures.
– For fisherfaces (see fig. 4) the results are greatly improved (from 8.33% to
46.66%) because the gain of minimizing similar data inside each class due to
same image backgrounds is bigger than the loss due to the absence of head
shape.
– In the HMM model (see fig. 5) its results are also highly improved (from
18.33% to 63.33%), because this classification technique is based on features
and the elimination of the image background increases their discrimination
based on probabilities.
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Comparing the results from the combiantions using only the face detection step
to those including illumination normalization, shows that:
– For eigenfaces (see fig. 3) there is a high increase in the success rate, which
goes from 23,33% to 71,66% for the best technic selected (DCT), due to the
improving of data (avoiding hidden areas) making them linearly divisible.
– In fisherfaces (see fig. 4) the rate of sucess decrease because some distin-
guishing features between classes are erased by illumnination normalization
process.
– For HMM (see fig. 5) there is a slight improvement in the success rate (in-
crement 10%), though this happens just with the best method (DCT). This
is due to improved of using both DCT and the pre-filter algorithm itself (see
3.3).
Fig. 4. Fisherfaces Results
In the results for combinations using the normalization step without a previous
illumination normalization show that:
– For eigenfaces (see fig. 3) shows just very slight improvement rates or even
some worse with the technique (EYE.ALIGN). That indicates without a previ-
ous illumination normalization the alignment does not increases the separa-
tion between classes.
– In fisherfaces (see fig. 4) the image alignment stage, however, no worse affects
and even get better results in both techniques (ECC y EYE.ALIGN) going from
46,66% to 56,66%.
– HMM (see fig. 5) does not show improvement in its performance and even
there is a slight decrease for the worst method (EYE.ALIGN) by the introduc-
tion of black pixels zones inside images in this step, this is something which
makes difficult to HMM to discriminate between classes.
The last combination set, including a illumination normalization and then an
alignment method, show that:
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– Eigenfaces (see fig. 3) showns better results than any of the other combi-
nations for (DCT + ECC). The alignment prior and subsequent illumination
normalization makes first increase the separation between classes and then
decrease the distance within each class.
– In fisherfaces (see fig. 4) the combination of illumination normalization and
then applying alignment makes the results improve to 70% for (DCT + ECC).
– For HMM (see fig. 5) there are not significant differences in the values ob-
tained and show a substantial decrease for the worst combination (NORM.RGB
+ EYE.ALIGN).
Fig. 5. Hidden Markov Model Results
It is obvious when analysing these results that the preprocessing stage greatly
affects final results for eigenfaces classifiers and that the biggest impact within
it is the illumination normalization.
It can also be observed that preprocesing decisively affects less fisherfaces
than eigenfaces, since images are standardized and make fisherfaces lose its more
defining quality: to increase inter-class differences (which are now much less
evident), obtaining worse results when explicit different position variation is
included within a single class (high intra-class variability in initial images).
It can also be noted that the results for the HMM method are not strongly in-
fluenced by preprocessing stages and that the algorithm is able to get acceptable
results without the use of this stage, since it is based on features, and analyzing
them separately is not severely affected by large areas of lighting changes or
alignment.
Procedure Experiment 2. In this experiment, images are initially in grayscale
and resized to 46x46 pixels from the face detection process.
For this test all mentioned algorithms from the stage of face detection to
the illumination normalization and alignment have again been considered. This
time, only the best combination of each stage has been used (Face Recognition→
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DCT→ ECC→ DCT+ECC). The purpose of this second study is to corroborate the
results obtained in the experiment 1 (see Section 4.2).
Face-Detect. Norm-DCT Align-ECC DCT+ECC
Eigenfaces 60% 70% 71% 93%
Fiserfaces 55% 31% 65% 60%
Hidden Markov Model 85% 60% 68% 67%
Table 1. Comparison for the best solution with ORL images.
Results Experiment 2. As seen from the data given in Table 1, classifica-
tion methods which are inherently better avoiding noise in lighting, position or
gestures (fisherfaces and HMM) get worse results than eigenfaces after prepro-
cessing. This emphasizes the importance of preprocessing methods used when
the classifier is not oriented on differences between classes or features. These
results are consistent with those in the previous experiment and reflect equally
the importance of preprocessing for FRS.
5 Conclusions
It follows from the results obtained that some preprocessing methods do not work
properly with the classifiers that take into account the knowledge of the number
of classes (Holistic) or are not so critically dependent on it for their operation
(Features Based). However, methods such as eigenfaces crucially improve their
classification capabilities with a suitable preprocessing.
Feature based or holistic methods designed to avoid intrinsically variations
introduced by lighting or pose, are most robust in results without a prior prepro-
cessing, being these more suitable tham methods that have not been developed
with this purpose (such as eigenfaces).
With the existence of many variations in image conditions for the same class
(which implies a great intra-class variability) may be more beneficial to use
a preprocessed and holistic classifier than using a discriminatory or advanced
classifier (such as fisherfaces or HMM), because the preprocessing makes the
classes are linearly separable without leaving that task to the last stage of the
FRS.
When the conditions of image capture do not include a controlled environ-
ment, classification methods find serious problems in getting good levels of con-
fidence that maybe a good preprocessing could fix it.
The preprocessing stage is not just important, but also delicate, it is essential
to know the functioning of the classifier used to choose an appropriate prepro-
cessing to improve the results, in case of mistake its impact could be negative.
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